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Software Engineering Chapter1-Introduction



Software is a computer programs and its associated document and configuration data which is needed to make these programs operate correctly. A software system usually consists of a number of separate programs, configuration files which are used to set up these programs, system documentation which describes the structure of the system and user documentation which explains how to use the system, and for software products, web sites for users to download recent information. Software is........ Instructions (computer programs) that when executed provide desired function and performance. Data structures that enables the programs to adequately manipulate information, and Documents that describe the operation and use of the programs. Evolving role of software Software takes on a dual role. It is a product and the vehicle for delivering a product. As a product, it delivers the computing potential embodied by computer hardware or, a network of computers that are accessible by local hardware. Software is an information transformer-producing, managing, acquiring, modifying, displaying, or transmitting information. As the vehicle used to deliver the product, software acts as the basis for the control of the computer ( operating systems), the communication of information( networks), and the creation and control of other programs ( software tools and environments). Software delivers the most important product of our time- information. Software transforms personal data (e.g., an individual's financial transactions) so that the data can be more useful in a local context; it manages business information to enhance competitiveness; it provides a gateway to worldwide information networks (Internet) and provides the means for acquiring information in all of its form. Software Characteristics Software is a logical rather than a physical system element. Therefore, software has characteristics that are considerably different than those of hardware. When hardware is built, the human creative process (analysis, design, construction, testing) is ultimately translated into a physical form. § § §



Software is developed or engineered; it is not manufactured in the classical sense. Software does not "wear out" but it does deteriorate. Currently, most software is still custom-built.
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Attributes of a good Software The software should deliver the required functionality and performance to the user and should be maintainable, dependable and usable. n Maintainability Software must evolve to meet changing needs of the customers. This is a critical attribute because software change is an inevitable consequence of a changing business environment. n Dependability Software must be trustworthy. Dependability has a range of characteristics, including reliability, security and safety. Dependable software should not cause physical or economical damage in the event of system failure. n Efficiency Software should not make wasteful use of system resources such as memory and processor cycles. Efficiency therefore includes responsiveness, processing time, and memory utilization, etc. n Usability Software must be usable by the users for which it was designed, this means it should have an appropriate user interface and adequate documentation. Software Applications System software Real-time software Business software Engineering and scientific software Embedded software Personal computer software Web-based software Artificial intelligence software System software A collection of programs written to service other programs. Some systems software (e.g., compilers, editor, and file management utilities) process complex, but determinate, information structures. Other system applications (e.g. operating system components, drivers, telecommunications processors) process largely indeterminate data. It is characterized by heavy interaction with computer hardware, heavy usage by multiple users; concurrent operation that requires scheduling, resources sharing, and sophisticated process management, complex data structures, and multiple external interfaces. Prepared By Sunil Sharma
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Real time Software It monitors/analyzes/ controls real-world events as they occur. Elements of real time software include o Data gathering component that collects and formats information from an external environment, o Analysis component that transforms information as required by the applications, o Control/Output components that responds to the external environment, o Monitoring component that coordinates all other components so that real time response can be maintained. Business Software Business information processing is the largest single software application area. Discrete "system" ( e.g., payroll, accounts receivable/payable, inventory) has evolved into MIS software that access database containing business information. Encompass interactive computing (e.g., point of sale transaction processing) Engineering and Scientific Software Characterized by "number crunching" algorithms. Applications range from astronomy to volcanology, from automotive stress analysis to space shuttle orbital dynamics, and from molecular biology to automated manufacturing. Ex- CAD, System simulation and other interactive applications. Embedded Software Resides in ROM ( Read only memory) and is used to control products and systems for the consumer and industrial markets. Perform very limited and esoteric functions ( e.g., keypad control for the microwave oven) Provide significant function and control capability ( e.g., digital functions in an automobile such as fuel control, dashboard displays, and braking systems.) Personal computer software Word processing, spreadsheets, computer graphics, multimedia, entertainment, database management, personal and business financial applications, external network, and database access. Web-based Software Software that incorporates executable instructions ( e.g., CGI, HTML, Perl, or Java) and data( e.g., hypertext and a variety of visual and audio formats). Prepared By Sunil Sharma
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Artificial Intelligence Software It makes use of non-numerical algorithms to solve complex problems that are not amenable to computation or straightforward analysis. Ex- Expert systems, also called knowledge based systems, pattern recognition ( image and voice), artificial neural networks, theorem proving, and game playing. Programs vs. Software products Program Software Product Programs are developed by individuals Software products are usually for their personal use. developed by a group of software engineers and have multiple users. Small in size and have limited Medium or large size program and have functionality complex functionality. The author of a program himself uses Software products are too large to be and maintains his programs. developed by any individual programmer. A group of software engineers are involved in the development. Program usually do not have good A software product not only consists of user-interface and lack proper the program code but also of all the documentation associated documents such as SRS document, design document, test document and users’ manuals. Software products Software Products may be developed for a particular customer or may be developed for a general market. There are two types of software products: þ Generic products: These are stand-alone systems which are produced by a development organization and sold on the open market to a range of different customers. Sometimes they are referred to as shrink-wrapped software. Examples: databases, word processors, drawing packages and project management tools. þ Bespoke (or customised) products - These are systems developed for a single customer according to their specification. Examples: control systems for electronic devices, systems written to support a particular business process and air traffic control systems. An important difference between these different types of software is that, in generic products, the organization, which develops the software, controls the software specification. For custom products, the specification is usually developed and controlled by the organization that is buying the software. The software developers must work to that specification. Prepared By Sunil Sharma
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Key Challenges facing software engineering Software Engineering in the 21st century faces three key challenges, i.e., Coping with legacy systems, coping with increasing diversity and coping with demands for reduced delivery times. þ Legacy systems Old, valuable systems which hold the majority of larger software systems in use must be maintained and updated þ Heterogeneity Systems are distributed and include a mix of hardware and software. The heterogeneity challenge is the challenge of developing techniques to build dependable software, which is flexible enough to cope with this heterogeneity. þ Delivery There is increasing pressure for faster delivery of software unlike timeconsuming traditional software engineering techniques. The delivery challenge is the challenge of shortening delivery times for large and complex systems without compromising system quality. Software Myths þ Software standards provide software engineers with all the guidance they need. The reality is the standards may be outdated and rarely referred to. þ People with modern computers have all the software development tools. The reality is that CASE tools are more important than hardware to producing high quality software, yet they are rarely used effectively. þ Adding people is a good way to catch up when a project is behind schedule. The reality is that adding people only helps the project schedule when is it done in a planned, well-coordinated manner. þ Giving software projects to outside parties to develop solves software project management problems. The reality is people who can’t manage internal software development problems will struggle to manage or control the external development of software too. þ A general statement of objectives from the customer is all that is needed to begin a software project. The reality is without constant communication between the customer and the developers it is impossible to build a software product that meets the customer's real needs. þ Project requirements change continually and change is easy to accommodate in the software design. The reality is that every change has far-reaching and unexpected consequences. Changes to software requirements must be managed very carefully to keep a software project on time and under budget. þ Once a program is written, the software engineer's work is finished. The reality is that maintaining a piece of software is never done, until the software product is retired from service. Prepared By Sunil Sharma
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þ There is no way to assess the quality of a piece of software until it is actually running on some machine. The reality is that one of the most effective quality assurance practices (formal technical reviews) can be applied to any software design product and can serve as a quality filter very early in the product life cycle. þ The only deliverable from a successful software project is the working program. The reality is the working program is only one of several deliverables that arise from a well-managed software project. The documentation is also important since it provides a basis for software support after delivery. þ Software engineering is all about the creation of large and unnecessary documentation. The reality is that software engineering is concerned with creating quality. This means doing things right the first time and not having to create deliverables needed to complete or maintain a software product. This practice usually leads to faster delivery times and shorter development cycles. Summary Software has become a key element in the evolution of computer based systems and products. Over the past 50 years, software has evolved from a specialized problem solving and information analysis tool to an industry in itself. Since software is composed of programs, data and documents; each of these items comprises a configuration that is created as part of the software engineering process. The intent of software engineering is to provide a framework for building software with higher quality. Software engineering is the systematic collection of decades of programming experience together with the innovations made by researchers towards developing high-quality software in a cost effective manner. AssignmentQuestions Q1. Software is both a product and a vehicle for delivering a product. Explain Q2. Software is engineered, not manufactured. Explain Q3. “Software does not wear, but it does deteriorate”. Describe this statement with reference to software characteristics. Q4. Define Software and explain its characteristics and also mention the various types of software product. Q5. Explain some of the Software applications you have noticed. Q6. Compare and contrast programs with Software products. Q7. What are the various software myth and explain what should be the reality. Q8. What are the key challenges facing software engineering? Prepared By Sunil Sharma
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Chapter2-AnIntroduction-SoftwareEngineering Software engineering is an engineering discipline, which is concerned with all aspects of software production from the early stages of system specification through to maintaining the software. Software engineers should adopt a systematic and organised approach to their work and use appropriate tools and techniques depending on the problem to be solved, the development constraints and the resources available Software engineering encompasses a process, management techniques, technical methods, and the use of tools to develop software. It provides the specification, development, management, and evolution of software systems, not constrained by materials governed by physical laws or manufacturing processes. According to Stephen R. Schach, Richard D.Irwin, Inc. and Aksen Associates, Software engineering is a discipline whose aim is the production of quality software, delivered on time, within budget, and satisfying users' needs. According to Shari Lawrence Pfleeger, Software Engineering is the designing and developing high-quality software. Application of computer science techniques to a variety of problems. According to Fritz Bauer [ NAU69]..... Software engineering is the establishment and use of sound engineering principles in order to obtain economically software that is reliable and works efficiently on real machines. According to Boehm [Boe81], from the economic and human perspective… Software engineering is the application of science and mathematics by which the capabilities of computer equipment are made useful to man via computer programs, procedures, and associated documentation. The IEEE [IEE87] defines Software engineering as.. The systematic approach to the development, operation, maintenance, and retirement of software. The IEEE [IEE93] defines Software engineering as.. (1) The application of a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable approach to development, operation, and maintenance of software; that is, the application of engineering to software. (2) The study of approach as in (1).
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Difference between software engineering and computer science Computer science is concerned with theory and fundamentals; software engineering is concerned with the practicalities of developing and delivering useful software Computer science theories are currently insufficient to act as a complete underpinning for software engineering Difference between software engineering and system engineering System engineering is concerned with all aspects of computer-based systems development including hardware, software and process engineering. Software engineering is part of this process System engineers are involved in system specification, architectural design, integration and deployment Generic view of Software Engineering Engineering is the analysis, design, construction, verification and management of technical (or social) entities. The questions being asked are: What is the problem to be solved? What characteristics of the entity are used to solve the problem? How will the entity (and the solution) be realized? How will the entity be constructed? What approach will be used to uncover errors that were made in the design and construction of the entity? How will the entity be supported over the long term, when corrections, adaptations and enhancement are requested by users of the entity? Generic phases of Software Engineering 1. Definition phase 2. Development Phase 3. Support Phase 1. Definition phase It focus on WHAT i.e. to identify what is to be processed. What functions and performance are desired? What design constraints exist? What validation criteria are required to define a successful system? Identify the key requirements of the systems and the software? It perform three major tasks as § System or Information engineering § Software project planning § Requirement analysis
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2. Development phase It focus on HOW i.e. to define how data are to be structured. How function is to be implemented within a software architecture? How procedural details are to be implemented? How interface are to be characterized? How the design will be translated into a programming language ( or nonprocedural language) How testing will be performed? It perform three specific technical tasks as § Software design § Code generation § Software testing 3. Support It focus on change associated with error correction, adaptations required as the software environment evolves, and changes due to enhancements brought by the changing customer requirements. Four types of changes are encountered during the support phases: þ Correction Use of correctivemaintenance for any error encountered during support. þ Adaptation Use of adaptive maintenance to accommodate changes in the external environment. Example: Change in the CPU, OS, Business rules, external product characteristics) þ Enhancement Use of perfective maintenance that extends the software beyond its original functional requirements. þ Prevention Use of preventive maintenance by conducting software re-engineering to avoid software deterioration and to correct, adopt or enhance its features. Software Engineering Umbrella activities Software project tracking & control Formal technical reviews Software configuration management Document preparation and production Reusability management Measurement Risk management Note: These umbrella activities overlay the process model, and are independent of any one framework activity (Software engineering work tasks, Project milestones, Work products, Quality assurance points) and occur throughout the process.
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Software Engineering: A layered technology Software engineering is a layeredtechnology as referred in fig shown below. It consists of four layers as A quality focus Methods Process Tools A quality Focus The bedrock that supports software engineering is a quality focus. Software engineering approach must rest on the organizational commitment to quality. Total Quality Management (TQM) philosophies that support continuous improvement culture leads to the development of increasingly more approaches to software engineering. Process Layer It is the foundation of software engineering that defines a framework for a set of KPA (key process areas) that must be established for effective delivery of software engineering technology. The KPA form the basis for management control of software projects and establish the context in which technical methods are applied, work products (models, documents, data, reports, forms etc) are produced, milestones are established, quality is ensured, and change is properly managed. Methods It provides technical how-to's for building software. Methods encompass a broad array of tasks that include requirements analysis, design, program construction, testing, and support. Methods rely on a set of basic principles that govern each area of the technology and include modeling activities and other descriptive techniques. Tools It provide automated or semi-automated support for the process and methods. Integrated tools establish computer-aided software engineering (CASE). CASE combines software, hardware and software engineering database to create a software engineering environment analogous to CAD/CAE (computer aided design/engineering) for hardware.
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Tools Methods Process A Quality Focus



Fig: Software Engineering Layer



Software Process The roadmap to building high quality software products is software process. Software processes are adapted to meet the needs of software engineers and managers as they undertake the development of a software product. A software process provides a framework for managing activities that can very easily get out of control. Different projects require different software processes. The software engineer's work products (programs, documentation, data) are produced as consequences of the activities defined by the software process. The best indicators of how well a software process has worked are the quality, timeliness, and long-term viability of the resulting software product. A structured set of activities whose goal is the development or evolution of software Generic activities in all software processes are: • Specification - what the system should do and its development constraints • Design/Development - production of the software system • Validation - checking that the software is what the customer wants • Evolution - changing the software in response to changing demands Common Process Framework
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Tasks



FrameworkTask activities SeM tsilestones, deliverables Common process framework SQA Points



Umbrella activities



A common process framework is established by defining a small number of framework activities that are applicable to all software projects, regardless of their size or complexity. A number of task sets includes: Software engineering work tasks Project milestones Work products Quality assurance points These task sets enable the framework activities to be adopted to the characteristics of the software project and the requirements of the project team. SEI-CMM ( Capability Maturity Model) To determine an organization's current state of process maturity, the SEI uses an assessment that re-suits in a five point grading scheme to determines compliance with a CMM ( capability Maturity Model) SEI approach provides a measures of the global effectiveness of a company's software engineering practices and establishes five process maturity levels. CMM defines key activities required at different levels of process maturity. Level 1 : Initial
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Level 2 : Repeatable Level 3 : Defined



Software Engineering þ Few processes are defined, and success depends on individual effort. þ Able to repeat earlier successes þ Establish basic project management to track cost, schedule & functionality þ Management and engineering processes documented, standardized, and integrated into organization-wide software process



Level 4 : Managed



þ software process and products are quantitatively understood and controlled using detailed measures



Level 5 : Optimizing



þ Continuous process improvement is enabled by quantitative feedback from the process and testing innovative ideas & technologies.



Key Process Areas (KPA) Each maturity level is associated with KPA. KPA describe those software Engineering functions (e.g. software project planning, requirement management) that must be present to satisfy good practice at a particular level. Characteristics of KPA includes: Goals : the overall objectives that the KPA must achieve. Commitments : requirements that must be met to achieve goals Abilities : those things( organizationally & technically) to meet the commitments Activities : specific tasks required to achieve KPA function. Monitoring : manner in which the activities are monitored. Verification : manner in which proper practice for the KPA can be verified. 18 KPAs are defined across the maturity model & mapped into different levels of process maturity: Process maturity level 2 Software configuration management Software quality assurance Software subcontract management Software project planning Requirements management Process maturity level 3 Peer review Prepared By Sunil Sharma
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Intergroup co-ordination Software product engineering Integrated software management Training program Organization process definition Organization process focus Process maturity level 4 Software quality management Quantitative process management Process maturity level 5 Process change management Technology change management Defect prevention



Software Process Models A software process model or software engineering paradigm is a development strategy that encompasses the process, methods and tools layers. A software process model is an abstract representation of a process. It presents a description of a process from some particular perspective. All software development process can be characterized as a problem solving loop as shown in figure that consists of four distinct stages such as: Status Quo



: represents the current state of affairs.



Problem definition



: identifies the specific problem to be solved.



Technical development : Solve the problem through the application of some technology Solution Integration
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Problem Definition



Technical development



Status Quo



Solution Integration



Fig : Problem solving loop



Types of Process Models A process model is chosen based on the nature of the project and application, the methods and tools being used, and the controls and deliverables that are required. The following types of process models are being used in the software development: Linear Sequential Model o old fashioned but reasonable approach when requirements are well understood o Separate and distinct phases of specification and development Prototyping Model o good first step when customer has a legitimate need, but is clueless about the details, developer needs to resist pressure to extend a rough prototype into a production product. Rapid Application and Development (RAD) Model o makes heavy use of reusable software components extremely short development cycle



with



an



Evolutionary Software process Model Incremental Model o delivers software in small but usable pieces, each piece builds on pieces already delivered Spiral Model Prepared By Sunil Sharma
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Component-Based Development o spiral model variation in which applications prepackaged software components called classes



are



built



from



1. Linear Sequential Model This model is also known as the Waterfall model or software life cycle. The principal stages of the model map onto fundamental development activities: §



§



§



§



§



Requirements analysis and definition v system's services, constraints and goals are established. v details are served as system specifications. System and software design v partitions the requirements to either hardware or software systems. v establishes an overall system architecture. v identifies and describes the fundamental software system abstractions and their relationships Implementation and unit testing v software design is realized as a set of programs or programs units. v Unit test is performed to verify each unit meet its specification. Integration and system testing v Individual program units or programs are integrated. v Perform test to ensure that the requirements are met. Operation and maintenance v It is the longest life cycle phase. v The system is installed and put into practical use. v Maintenance involve error correction and improving the implementation of system units v Enhance the system service to meet new requirements.



The drawback of the waterfall model is the difficulty of accommodating change after the process is underway
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Reqirement Analysis System and software design Implementation and unit testing Integr ation and system testing Operation and maintenance



Fig: Waterfall Model



In principle, the result of each phase is one or more approved ("signed off") documents. The following phase should not start until the previous phase has finished. In practice, these stages overlap and feed information to each other. During design, problems with requirements are identified, during coding design problems are found and so on. The software process is not a simple linear model but involves a sequence of iterations of the development activities. Because of the costs of producing and approved documents, iterations are costly and involve significant rework. Therefore, after a small number of iterations, it is normal to freeze parts of the development, such as the specification, and to continue with the later development stages. Problems are left for later resolution, ignored or are programmed around. This premature freezing of requirements may means that the system won't do what the user wants. It may also lead to badly structured systems. Waterfall Model problems Inflexible partitioning of the project into distinct stages This makes it difficult to respond to changing customer requirements Therefore, this model is only appropriate when the requirements are wellunderstood 2. Prototyping Model A prototyping paradigm offer the best approach when..... a customer defines a set of general activities for software but does not identify detailed input, processing, or output requirements.
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the developer may be unsure of the efficiency of an algorithm, the adaptability of an operating system It begins with requirement gathering where developer and customer, together, define the overall objectives for the software, identify whatever requirements are known, and outline areas where further definition is mandatory. Develop a " quick Design " that focus on input approaches and output formats that is visible to the customer/user. It leads to the construction of a prototype, that serves as a mechanism for identifying software requirements Prototype is evaluated by the customer/user and refine the requirements for the software to be developed. The prototype serves as " the first system" where users get a feel for the actual system and developers get to build something immediately.



Fig: The prototyping paradigm



In this model, the key is to define the rules of the game at the beginning, that is, the customer and developer must agree that the prototype is built to serve as a mechanism for defining requirements. It is then discarded and the actual software is engineered considering quality and maintainability. The prototype Model problem
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Prototype appears to be the working version of the software, but all software quality and long-term maintainability has not been considered. The final must be rebuilt. Implementation comprises for quick working of prototype. Use of inappropriate Operating system or programming language Implementation of inefficient algorithm to demonstrate capability. 3. The RAD Model RAD ( Rapid application development) is an incremental software development process model with extremely short development cycle. It is a "high-speed" adaptation of the linear sequential model in which rapid development by using component-based construction. RAD process enable to create a "fully functional system" within very short time periods ( e.g. 60-90 days) if requirements are well understood and project scope is constrained. Used primarily for information systems encompasses the following phases:



applications,



the



RAD



approach



Business modeling o The information flow among the business functions is modeled to answer the following questions: What information drives the business process? What information is generated? Who generates it? Where does the information go? Who process it? Data modeling o The information defined in the business-modeling phase is refined into a set of data objects that are needed to support the business. o The characteristics (attributes) of each object are identified and the relationship between these objects is defined. Process modeling o The data objects defined in the data-modeling phase are transformed to achieve the information flow necessary to implement a business function. o Processing descriptions are created for adding, modifying, deleting, or retrieving a data object. Application generation o Use of forth generation techniques Prepared By Sunil Sharma
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o Reuse existing program components or create reusable components. o Automated tools are used to facilitate construction of the software. Testing and turnover o Since RAD process emphasizes reuse, many of the program components have already been tested, that reduces overall testing time. o Testing of new components and interfaces are done. Team #3 Business modeling Data modeling



Team #2



Business modeling



Team #1



Process modeling



Data modelin



Business modeling



Application generation



Process modeling



Data modeling



Application generation



Process modeling



Testing & turnover



Testing & turnover



Application generation Testing & turnover 60-90 days Fig: The RAD Model



Drawback of RAD Model For large and scalable projects, RAD requires sufficient human resources to create the right number of RAD teams. RAD requires developers and customers who are committed to the rapidfire activities necessary to get a system complete in a much-abbreviated time frame. In the lack of commitment from either side, RAD project fails. If a system can not be properly modularized, building the components necessary for RAD will be problematic. RAD approach can not be used for high performance. RAD is not appropriate when technical risks are high. Prepared By Sunil Sharma
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4. Evolutionary Software Process Models The software system ALWAYS evolves over a period of time in the course of a project (due to change in the business and products requirements) so process iteration where earlier stages are reworked is always part of the process for large systems. The linear sequential model is designed for straight for straight line requirement. In essence, this waterfall approach assumes that a complete system will be delivered after the linear sequence is completed. The prototyping model is designed to assist the customer ( or developer) in understanding requirements. In general, it is not designed to deliver a production system. The evolutionary nature of software is not considered in either case of these classic software engineering paradigms. Iteration can be applied to any of the generic process models Two (related) approaches Incremental development model Spiral model 4.1 Incremental Model It combines the elements of the linear sequential model with the iterative philosophy of prototyping. It applies the linear sequences in the staggered fashion as calendar time progresses. Rather than deliver the system as a single delivery, the development and delivery is broken down into increments with each increment delivering part of the required functionality User requirements are prioritised and the highest priority requirements are included in early increments Each linear sequence produces a deliverable "increment" of the software, where the process flow for any increment can incorporate the prototyping paradigm. The first increment results in a core product where the basic requirements are addressed, but many supplementary features remains undelivered. After the deployment of the core product and its evaluation, a plan is developed for the next increment, which addresses the modification of the core product to better meet the needs of the customer and delivery of additional features and functionality. This process is repeated following the delivery of each increment, unit the complete product is produced.
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Define outline requirements



Design system architecture



Assign requirements to increments



Develop system increment



Integrate increment



Validate increment



Valida te system Final system



ystem incomplete



Fig: Incremental development



Increment 1



System/information Analysis engineeringDesign



Increment 2 Analysis



Increment 3



Analysis



Code



Design



Code



Design



Increment 4 Analysis



Delivery of 1st Increment



Test



Delivery of 2nd Increment



Test



Code Design



Test Code



Delivery of 3rd Increment



Test Delivery of 4th Increment



Calendar Time Fig: Incremental Model



Incremental development advantages Customer value can be delivered with each increment so system functionality is available earlier Early increments act as a prototype to help elicit requirements for later increments Lower risk of overall project failure The highest priority system services tend to receive the most testing 4.2 Spiral Model As proposed by Boehm, it is a risk-driven approach to software development that couples the iterative nature of prototyping with the controlled and systematic aspects of the linear sequential model. i.e. it Prepared By Sunil Sharma
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uses prototyping as a risk reduction mechanism and retains the systematic step-wise approach of the waterfall model. Software is developed in a series of incremental releases. Process is represented as a spiral rather than as a sequence of activities with backtracking Each loop in the spiral represents a phase in the process. No fixed phases such as specification or design - loops in the spiral are chosen depending on what is required Risks are explicitly assessed and resolved throughout the process. Model is divided into a number of framework activities, called task regions that contains: o Customer communication : task required to establish effective communication between developer and customer. o Planning



: task required to define resources, timeliness, and other project related information.



o Risk analysis



: task required to assess both technical and management risk.



o Engineering



: task required to build one or more representations of the application.



o Construction and release : tasks required to construct, test, install and provide user support. (e.g., documentation and training)
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Spiral model of the software process Determine objectives alternatives and constraints



Evaluate alternatives identify, resolve risks



REVIEW Requirements plan Life-cycle plan



Simulations, models, benchmarks S/W requirements



Development plan



Plan next phase



Integration and test plan



Requirement validation



Product design



Detailed design



Code Unit test Design V&V Integr ation test Acceptance test Develop, verify Service next-level product



Fig: Boehm Spiral Model



Spiral model sectors Objective setting o Specific objectives for the phase are identified; alternative solutions and its constraints are defined. o Risk assessment and reduction o Alternative solutions are evaluated and the potential project risks are assessed and activities put in place to reduce the key risks by developing an appropriate prototype Development and validation o A development model for the system is chosen which can be any of the generic models Planning o The project is reviewed and the next phase of the spiral is planned Prepared By Sunil Sharma
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Spiral Model can be viewed as a Meta model since it encompasses all the previously discussed models, and uses prototyping as a risk reduction mechanism. For example, a single loop spiral actually represents the waterfall model. The spiral model uses an evolutionary approach and iterations along the spiral can be considered as evolutionary levels through which the complete system is built. The spiral model enables the developer to understand and react to the risks at each evolutionary level (i.e. iteration along the spiral). The spiral model is suitable for development of technically challenging software products that are prone to several kinds of risks. Advantages of Spiral Model 1. It could be used as effectively for system enhancement as for system development. 2. Most life cycle models can be considered as a special case of the spiral models, and 3. The embedded risk analysis built into the model avoids many of the difficulties that arise in other models. 5. Component-based development (CBD) model Object-oriented technologies provide the technical framework for a componentbased process model. It emphasizes the creation of classes that encapsulate both data and the algorithms used to manipulate the data. Properly designed and implemented object-oriented classes are reusable across different applications and computer-based system architectures. It incorporates the characteristics of the spiral model and evolutionary in nature, demanding an iterative approach to the creation of software. It composes applications from prepackaged software components (called classes) It performs the following activities: Identification of candidate classes which is accomplished by examining the data to be manipulated by the applications and the algorithms that will be applied to accomplish the manipulation. Search for the class library from its library or repository of classes created earlier. If available, extract class components for reuse, otherwise, develop using object-oriented methods. Compose the first iteration of the application to be build, using the extracted classes from the library and any new classes built to meet the unique needs of the application. Process flow returns to the spiral and re-enter the component assembly iteration during subsequent passes. Prepared By Sunil Sharma
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Advantages of the CBD Model Reusability of the software. Reduction in the development cycle time Reduction in the project costs. Increase in the productivity Comparison of different Life Cycle Models The classical waterfall model with feedback is the most widely used software development model evolved so far. However, the iterative waterfall model is suitable only for well-understood problems. Further, the waterfall model is too simplistic. There are no milestones in the model, no mention of the documents generated, or the reviews conducted, and no indication of the quality assurance activities. Establishing milestones, review points, standardized documents, and management sign-offs improve product visibility. Without sufficient product visibility, it becomes very difficult to manage a software development project. If we cannot see something, we cannot hope to manage it. The prototype model is suitable for projects whose user requirements or the underlying technical aspects are not well understood. The evolutionary approach is suitable for large problems, which can be decomposed into a set of modules that can be implemented incrementally, and where incremental delivery of the system is acceptable to the customer. The spiral model is suitable for development of technically challenging software products that are prone to several kinds of risks. Summary Software engineering is a discipline that integrates process, methods, and tools for the development of computer software. Software processes are the activities involved in producing and evolving a software system. They are represented in a software process model General activities are specification, design and implementation, validation and evolution Generic process models describe the organisation of software processes Iterative process models describe the software process as a cycle of activities Requirements engineering is the process of developing a software specification Design and implementation processes transform the specification to an executable program Validation involves checking that the system meets to its specification and user needs Evolution is concerned with modifying the system after it is in use. Spiral model uses prototyping as a risk reduction mechanism and retains the systematic step-wise approach of the waterfall model.
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1. Giving reasons for your answer based on the type of system being developed, suggest the most appropriate generic software process model which might be used as a basis for managing the development of the following systems: i. A virtual reality system to support software engineering maintenance. ii. A university accounting system that replace an existing system iii. An interactive system for railway passengers that might finds train times from terminals installed in stations. iv. A well understood EDP applications v. A new software product that would connect computers through satellite communication. Assume that your team has no previous experience in developing satellite communication software. vi. A software product that would function as the controller of a telephone switching system. vii. A new library automation software that would link various libraries in the city. Viii. An extremely large software that would provide, monitor, and control cellular communication among its subscribers using a set of revolving satellites. x. A new text editor. xi. A compiler for a new language 2. Explain why programs, which are developed development, are likely to be difficult to maintain.



using



evolutionary



3. What do you understand by the common process framework of software development? List the various umbrella activities that are being complemented by generic view of software engineering. 4. Explain how both the waterfall model of the software process and the prototyping model can be accommodated in the spiral process model. 5. Explain why the spiral model is considered to be a Meta model. Compare the relative advantages of using the waterfall model and the spiral model of software development. 6. Explain why a software system that is used in a real-world environment must change or become progressively less useful. 7. IS there ever a case when the generic phases of the software engineering process don't apply? If so, describe.
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8. The SEI's capability maturity model (CMM) is an evolving document. Explain the various KPAs mapped into each level. 9. Which of the software engineering paradigms do you think would be most effective? Why? 10.As you moved outward along the process flow path of the spiral model, what can you say about the software that is being developed or maintained? 11.Which is more important- the product or the process? 12."Software Engineering is a layered technology". Justify your answer. 13.Explain the term Software and Software Engineering in your own words. 14.It is true to say that information is going to be seized during waterfall model? Explain 15. What do you mean by the term life cycle model of software development? Why is it important to adhere to a life cycle model while developing a large software product? 16.What is prototype model? Under what circumstances it beneficial to construct a prototype model? Does the construction of a prototype model always increase the overall cost of software development?
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Software engineering occurs as a consequence of a process called system engineering. Instead of concentrating solely on the software, system engineering focuses on a variety of elements, analyzing, designing, and organizing those elements into a system that can be a product, a service, or a technology for the transformation of information or control. Before software can be engineered, the system it is part of must be understood. The overall objective of the system must be determined, the role of the system elements (hardware, software, people, data, etc.) must be identified, and the operational requirements must be created. A representation (i.e. prototype, specification, symbolic model) of the system is produced as the result of the system engineering process. It is important that system engineering work products be managed using the quality assurance techniques because problems of software engineering are often a result of system engineering decisions. The system engineering process is called business process engineering when the context of the engineering work focuses on a business enterprise. When a product ( e.g., air traffic control) is to be built, the process is called product engineering. The term software engineering is generic and is used to encompass both business process engineering and product engineering. System engineering is the activity of specifying, designing, implementing, validating, deploying, and maintaining systems as a whole. Systems Don't take a "software-centric" view of the system; consider all system elements before focusing on software. Good system engineering begins with a clear understanding of the "world view" and progressively narrows until technical detail is understood. Complex systems are actually a hierarchy of macro-elements that are themselves systems. A system is a purposeful collection of interrelated components that work together to achieve some objectives. Computer-Based System System is Defined as ... 1. a set or arrangement of things so related as to form a unity or organic whole; 2. a set of facts, principles, rules etc., classified and arranged in an orderly form so as to show a logical plan thinking the various parts; 3. a method or plan of classification or arrangement; 4. an established way of doing something; method; procedure... Computer-Based System is defined as a set or arrangement of elements that are organized to accomplish some predefinedgoal by processing information. Computer-Based System Elements Prepared By Sunil Sharma Page 30 of 126
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Software: Computer programs, data structures, and related documentation that serve to effect the logical method, procedure or control that is required. Hardware: Electronic devices that provide computing capability, the interconnectivity devices (e.g., network switches, telecom devices) that enable the flow of data and electromechanical devices (e.g., sensors, motors, pumps) that provide external world function. People:



Users and operator of hardware and software.



Database: A large, organized collection of information that is accessed via software. Documentation: Descriptive information ( e.g., hardcopy manuals, online help files, Web sites) that portrays the use and/or operation of the system. Procedures: The steps that define the specific use of each system element or the procedural context in which the system resides. System Engineering Hierarchy 4. 5. 6. 7.



World view Domain view Element view Detailed view



System Engineering encompasses a collection of top-down and bottom-up methods to navigate the hierarchy as shown in the fig below. The system engineering process begins with a "world view". That is, the entire business or product domain is examined to ensure that the proper business, or technology context can be established. The world view is refined to focus more fully on specific domain of interest. Within a specific domain, the need for targeted systems ( data, software, hardware, people) is analyzed. Finally, the analysis, design, and construction of a targeted system element is initiated. At the top of the hierarchy, a very broad context is established and, at the bottom, detailed technical activities are performed.
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Domain of interest



System element



Domain view



Element view



The world view (WV) is composed of a set of domains (Di), which can each be a system or a system of systems in its own right. WV=[D1,D2,D3,........,Dn] Each domain is composed of specific elements (Ej) each of which serves some role in accomplishing the objective and goals of the domain or component: Di=[E1,E2,E3,.............,En] Finally, each element is implemented by specifying the technical components (Ck) that achieve the necessary function for an element: Ej=[C1,C2,C3,.............,Ck] In the software context, a component could be a computer program, reusable program component, a module, a class or object, or even a programming language. System Modeling System Engineering is a modeling process. Whether the focus is on the world view or the detailed view, the model..... Define the processes that serve the needs of the view under consideration
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Represent the process behavior and the assumptions on which the behavior is modeled Explicitly define the exogenous (links between constituents) and endogenous (links between constituent components) input to the model Represent all linkages (including outputs) required to understand the view System Model Restraining Factors §



Assumptions: It reduces the number of possible permutations and variations, enabling a model to reflect the problem in a reasonable manner.



§



Simplifications : It enable the model to be created in a timely manner. e.g., generation of service order by understanding the internal demand and external request.



§



Limitations:



§



Constraints: It will guide the manner in which model is created and the approach taken when the model is implemented. e.g., computational complexity of problems imposed by the processor.



§



Preferences : It indicates the preferred architecture for all data, functions, and technology



It helps to bound the system



System Model Template User interface Input Process and control functions Output Maintenance and self test Systems Modeling Process System Context Diagram (SCD) - top level node in system hierarchy used to establish the boundary between the system being implemented (system model template serves as its basis) System Flow Diagram (SFD) - refinement of the process and control functions from SCD, derived by identifying the major subsystems and lines of information flow. Initial SFD is becomes the top level node of a hierarchy of more successively more detailed SFD's System Specification - developed by writing narrative description for each subsystem and definitions for all data that flow between subsystems System Simulation If simulation capability is not available for a reactive system, project risk increases. Consider using an iterative process model that will allow the delivery and testing of incrementally more complete products. Prepared By Sunil Sharma
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Business Process Engineering- Overview Goal of BPE is to define the architectures that will enable a business to use information effectively. BPE is one approach for creating an overall plan for implementing the computing architecture. Business Process Engineering Architectures Data architecture provides framework for information needs of a business or business function Applications architecture those system elements that objects within the data architecture for some business purpose Technology infrastructureapplication architectures



provides



foundation



for



the



transform data



and



Data Architecture The individual building blocks of the architecture are the data objects (also called entities) that are used by the business. At the business level, typical data objects include: producers and consumers of information (e.g., a customer), things (e.g., a report), occurrences of events (e.g., a sales conference), organizational roles (e.g., a Vice President of Engineering); organizational units (e.g., Sales and Marketing), places (e.g., manufacturing cell), or information structures (e.g., an employee file). A data object contains a set of attributes that define some aspect, quality, characteristic or descriptor of the data that is being described. For example, during enterprise modeling an information engineer might define the data object: customer. To more fully describe customer, the following attributes are defined: Object: Customer Attributes: name company name job classification and purchase authority business address and contact information product interest(s) past purchase(s) date of last contact status of contact Once a set of data objects is defined, their relationships are identified. A relationship indicates how objects are connected to one another. As an example, consider the objects: customer, product A, and salesperson. An information engineer creates a entity relationship diagram ( E-R diagram) to depict these relationships. Relationships imply a connection between data objects. In general, relationship can be read in either direction; hence, a customer purchases product A and product A is purchased by a customer. Prepared By Sunil Sharma
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Application Architecture It encompasses those elements of a system that transform objects within the data architecture for some business purpose. It incorporate the role of people and business procedures that have not been automated. Technology Infrastructure It provides the foundation for the data and application architectures. The infrastructure encompasses the hardware and software that are used to support the application and data. This includes computers, operating systems, networks and telecommunication links, storage technologies, and the architecture ( e.g., client/server) that has been designed to implement these technologies. The enterprise Business area



Information strategy planning (World view)



A business area Processing requirement Business system design (Elem Soenfttwvaierew)



Information system



Engineer



Business Process Engineering Hierarchy Information Strategy Planning (world view) Business Area Analysis (domain view) Business System Design (element view - software engineers) Construction and Integration (detailed view - software engineers)
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As shown in fig, the world view is achieved through information strategy planning (ISP). ISP view the entire business as an entity and isolates the domain of the business ( e.g., engineering, manufacturing, marketing, finance, sales). ISP defines the data objects that are visible at the enterprise level, their relationships, and how they flow between the business domains. The domain view is addressed with a BPE activity called Business Area Analysis (BAA). Martin [MAR90] describes business area analysis in the following manner: Business areas analysis (BAA) establishes a detailed framework for building an information-based enterprise. It takes one business area at a time and analyzes it in detail. It uses diagrams and matrices to model and record the data and activities in the enterprise and to give a clear understanding of the elaborate and subtle ways in which the information aspects of the enterprise interrelate. Hares [ HAR93] describes BAA in the following manner: BAA is concerned with identifying in detail data (in the form of entity or data objects) and function requirements ( in the form of processes) of selected business areas ( domains) identified during ISP and ascertaining their interactions ( in the form of metrics). It is only concerned with specifying what is required in a business area. During BAA, focus shifts from the world view to the specific business domain view. To model "the elaborate and subtle ways in which the information aspects of the enterprise interrelate," the information engineer must depict how data objects are used and transformed within each business area and how the business functions and processes within each business area transform these data objects. To accomplish this work, BAA makes use of a number of different models: • • • •



data models (now refined to the business area level) process flow models process decomposition diagrams a variety of cross-reference matrices



The data objects defined during ISP are refined for use within each business area. For example, the data object customer described in the preceding section is used by the sales department. After evaluation of the needs of the sales department (an analysis of the sales domain), the original definition of customer is further refined to meet the needs of sales: Object: Customer Attributes: Prepared By Sunil Sharma
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name company name Object: Company job classification and purchase authority business address and contact information product interest(s) past purchase(s) date of last contact record of contacts status of contact status of last contact next contact date recommended nature of contact The attribute company name has been modified to point to another object called Company. This object contains not only the company name but additional information about the size of the company, its purchasing requirements, the name of other contacts, etc. This information will be useful in the sales domain. Other attributes have been modified and added as noted above. Process Modeling The work performed within a business area encompasses a set of business functions that are further refined into business processes. To illustrate, consider a simplified version of the sales function discussed earlier. The processes the occur to accomplish sales are: Sales function: • • • • • • • • • •



Establish customer contact Provide product literature and related information Address questions and concerns Provide evaluation product Accept sales order Check availability of configuration ordered Prepare delivery order Confirm configuration, pricing, ship date with customer Transmit delivery order to order fulfillment Follow-up with customer



A process flow diagram can be developed for this sequence of processing. It should be noted that each business function relevant to the business area can be refined in a similar manner. Information Flow Modeling The process flow model is integrated with the data model to provide an indication of how information flows through a business area. Input and output data objects are shown for each process, providing an indication of how the process transforms information to accomplish a business function. Prepared By Sunil Sharma
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Once a complete set of process flow models have been created, the information engineer (along with others) examines how the existing process can be reengineered (e.g., [HAM93], [JAY94]) and where existing information systems or applications might be modified or replaced by more efficient information technologies. The revised process model is used as a basis for the specification of new or revised software to support the business function. The domain view established during BAA serves as the basis for business system design (BSD) and construction and integration (C&I). By invoking a business system design (BSD) step, the basic requirements of a specific information system are modeled and these requirements are translated into a data architecture, applications architecture, and technology infrastructure. The final BPE step- construction and integration focuses on implementation detail. The architecture and infrastructure are implemented by constructing an appropriate database and internal data structures, by building applications using software components, and by selecting appropriate elements of a technology infrastructure to support the design created during BSD. Each of these system components must then be integrated to form a complete information system or application. The integration activity also places the new information system into the business area context, performing all user training and logistics support to achieve a smooth transition. Product Engineering Hierarchy Requirements engineering (world view) Component engineering (domain view) Analysis and Design modeling (element view - software engineers) Construction and Integration (detailed view - software engineers) ( Note: For detail on Product Engineering Hierarchy, refer text book: A Software Engineering- A practitioner's approach by Roger S Pressman, page no. 254.) Summary A high-technology system encompasses a number of elements: Software, hardware, people, database, documentation and procedures. System engineering helps to translate a customer's needs into a model of a system that makes use of one or more of these elements. System engineering begins by taking a "world view". A business domain or product is analyzed to establish all basic business requirements. Focus is then narrowed to a "domain view", where each of the system elements is analyzed individually. Each element is allocated to one or more engineering components, which are then addressed by the relevant engineering discipline. Business process engineering is a system engineering approach that is used to define architecture that enable a business to use information effectively. The Prepared By Sunil Sharma
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intent of business process engineering is to derive comprehensive data architecture, application architecture, and technology infrastructure that will meet the needs of the business strategy and the objectives and goals of each business area. Business process engineering encompasses Information Strategy Planning (world view), Business Area Analysis (domain view), Business System Design (element view), Construction and Integration (detailed view). Product engineering is a system engineering approach that begins with system analysis. The system engineer identifies the customer's needs, determines economic and technical feasibility, and allocates function and performance to software, hardware, people and databases- the key engineering components. Assessment Questions Q1. Business profess engineering strives to define data and application architecture as well as technology infrastructure. Describe what each of these terms means and provide an example. Q2. Develop an abbreviated System Specification for the following computerbased systems: • a University registration system • an interactive hotel reservation system • an interactive online learning system Q3. Write short notes on þ System Modeling þ System Engineering Process ( refer. Software Engineering by Ian Sommerville) þ Business Process Engineering (BPE) and/or Business process reengineering þ Product Engineering
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Chapter4-ProjectManagementConcepts-Overview Project management involves the planning, monitoring, and control of people, process, and events that occur during software development. It is concerned with activities involved in ensuring that software is delivered on time and on schedule and in accordance with the requirements of the organisations developing and procuring the software. Project management is needed because software development is always subject to budget and schedule constraints that are set by the organisation developing the software Everyone manages, but the scope of each person's management activities varies according his or her role in the project. Software needs to be managed because it is a complex undertaking with a long duration time. Managers must focus on the fours P's to be successful (people, product, process, and project) i.e., it defines the process and task to be conducted, the people who will do the work, and the mechanisms for assessing risks, controlling change and evaluating quality. A project plan is a document that defines the four P's in such a way as to ensure a cost effective, high quality software product. i.e., it defines the process and tasks to be conducted, the people who will do the work, and the mechanisms for assessing risks, controlling change and evaluating quality. The only way to be sure that a project plan worked correctly is by observing that a high quality product was delivered on time and under budget. Project management is the Organising, planning and scheduling software projects Management Spectrum 17.People ( The PM-CMM's Key practice areas includes recruiting, selection, performance management, training, compensation, career development, organization, work design, team/culture development) 18.Product (product objectives, scope, alternative solutions, constraint tradeoffs) 19.Process (framework activities populated with tasks, milestones, work products, and QA points) 20.Project (planning, monitoring, controlling) People Players (senior managers, technical managers, practitioners, customers, end-users) Team leadership model (motivation, organization, skills) Characteristics of effective project managers (problem solving, managerial identity, achievement, influence and team building) Prepared By Sunil Sharma
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Note: People Management- Capability Maturity Model (PM-CMM) enhance the readiness of software organizations to undertake increasingly complex applications by helping to attract, grow, motivate, deploy, and retain the talent needed to improve their software development capability. PM-CMM is a companion to the software capability maturity model that guides organizations in the creation of a mature software process. Software Team Organization v Democratic decentralized (rotating task coordinators and group consensus) v Controlled decentralized (permanent leader, group problem solving, subgroup implementation of solutions) v Controlled centralized (top level problem solving and internal coordination managed by team leader) Factors Affecting Team Organization Difficulty of problem to be solved Size of resulting program Team lifetime Degree to which problem can be modularized Required quality and reliability of the system to be built Rigidity of the delivery date Degree of communication required for the project Coordination and Communication Issues Formal, impersonal approaches (e.g. documents, milestones, memos) Formal interpersonal approaches (e.g. review meetings, inspections) Informal interpersonal approaches (e.g. information meetings, problem solving) Electronic communication (e.g. e-mail, bulletin boards, video conferencing) Interpersonal network (e.g. informal discussion with people other than project team members) The Product Software scope (context, information objectives, function, performance) Problem decomposition (partitioning or problem elaboration - focus is on functionality to be delivered and the process used to deliver it) The Process Process model chosen must be appropriate for the: customers and developers, characteristics of the product, and project development environment Project planning begins with melding the product and the process Each function to be engineered must pass though the set of framework activities defined for a software organization Work tasks may vary but the common process framework (CPF) is invariant (project size does not change the CPF) Prepared By Sunil Sharma
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The job of the software engineer is to estimate the resources required to move each function though the framework activities to produce each work product Project decomposition begins when the project manager tries to determine how to accomplish each CPF activity The Project Five part common sense approach to software project includes: Start on the right foot Maintain momentum Track progress Make smart decisions Conduct a postmortem analysis W5HH Principle Why is the system being developed? What will be done by When? Who is responsible for a function? Where are they organizationally located? How will the job be done technically and managerially? How much of each resource is needed? Critical Practices Formal risk management Empirical cost and schedule estimation Metric-based project management Earned value tracking Defect tracking against quality targets People-aware program management Summary Software project management is an umbrella activities within software engineering. It begins before any technical activity is initiated and continues throughout the definition, development, and support of computer software. Four P's have a substantial influence on the software project managementpeople, product, process, and project. People must be organized into effective teams, motivated to do high-quality software work, and coordinated to achieve effective communication. The product requirements must be communicated from customer to developer, partitioned( decomposed) into their constituent parts, and positioned for work by the software team. The process must be adopted to the people and the problem. A common process framework (CPF) is selected, an appropriate software engineering paradigm is applied, and a set of work tasks is chosen to get the job done. Finally, the project must be organized in a manner that enables the software team to succeed. The project management activity encompasses measurement and metrics, estimation, risk analysis, schedules, tracking, and control. Prepared By Sunil Sharma
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Software Project Planning-Overview Software planning involves estimating how much time, effort, money, and resources will be required to build a specific software system. After the project scope is determined and the problem is decomposed into smaller problems, software managers use historical project data (as well as personal experience and intuition) to determine estimates for each. The final estimates are typically adjusted by taking project complexity and risk into account. The resulting work product is called a project management plan. Probably the most time-consuming project management activity Continuous activity from initial concept through to system delivery. Plans must be regularly revised as new information becomes available Various different types of plan may be developed to support the main software project plan that is concerned with schedule and budget Project Planning Objectives To provide a framework that enables software manager to make a reasonable estimate of resources, cost, and schedule. Project outcomes should be bounded by 'best case' and 'worst case' scenarios. Estimates should be updated as the project progresses.



Types of Project Plan Plan Quality Plan Validation Plan Confirmation management Plan Maintenance plan Staff development plan



Description Describes the quality procedures and standards that will be used in a project. Describes the approach, resources and schedules used for system validation. describes the configuration management procedures and structures and structures to be used. Predicts the maintenance requirements of the system, maintenance cost, and effort required. Describes how the skills and experience of the project team members will be developed.



Project Planning Process Establish the project constraints Make initial assessments of the project parameters Define project milestones and deliverables while project has not been completed or cancelled loop Draw up project schedule Initiate activities according to schedule Wait ( for a while) Review project progress Revise estimates of project parameters
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Update the project schedule Re-negotiate project constraints and deliverables if (problems arise) then Initiate technical review and possible revision end if end loop



Project Plan Structure Introduction Project organisation Risk analysis Hardware and software resource requirements



Work breakdown Project schedule Monitoring and reporting mechanisms



Estimation Reliability Factors 5. Project complexity 6. Project size 7. Degree of structural uncertainty (degree to which requirements have solidified, the ease with which functions can be compartmentalized, and the hierarchical nature of the information processed) 8. Availability of historical information Software Project Planning activities Step1: Determination of software scope and feasibility study Step2: Estimation of the resources Step1: Determination of software scope §



§



Describes the data to be processed and produced, control parameters, function, performance (wrt processing and response time requirement), constraints ( wrt limits placed on the software by external hardware, available memory, or other existing system), external interfaces, and reliability. Often functions described in the software scope statement are refined to allow for better estimates of cost and schedule.



Customer Communication and Scope Necessary information is obtained by conducting a preliminary meeting or interview with customer, where Analyst prepare a set of context free questions in order to.... § Determine the customer's overall goals for the proposed system and any expected benefits. Determine the customer's perceptions concerning the nature if a good solution to the problem. Evaluate the effectiveness of the customer meeting. FAST (Facilitated Application Specification Techniques)
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It is a team-oriented approach to requirement gathering that can be applied to help establish the scope of a project. It encourages the creation of a joint team of customer and development who work together to identify the problem, propose elements of the solution, negotiate different approaches & specify a preliminary set of requirements. Feasibility Study Technical feasibility is not a good enough reason to build a product. The product must meet the customer's needs and not be available as an off-the-shelf purchase. Step 2: Estimation of Resources Human Resources (number of people required and skills needed to complete the development project) Reusable Software Resources (off-the-shelf components, full-experience components, partial-experience components, new components) Development Environment (hardware and software required to be accessible by software team during the development process) Each resource is specified with four characteristics: Description of the resource statement of availability time when the resource will be required duration



Time Window of



time



that



Reusable Software components



Hardware/software tools



Fig: Project Resources



Software Project Estimation Options Delay estimation until late in the project. Prepared By Sunil Sharma
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Base estimates on similar projects already completed. Use simple decomposition techniques to estimate project cost and effort. Use empirical models for software cost and effort estimation. Automated tools may assist with project decomposition and estimation.



Note: The accuracy of a software project estimate is predicted based on the product size; human effort, calendar time, cost; software team; product requirement and environment.



Decomposition Techniques It is "divide and conquer approach" to software project estimation. Cost and effort estimation can be performed in a stepwise fashion by decomposing a project into major functions and activities. It should generates an estimates of Software sizing (fuzzy logic, function point, standard component, change) This techniques use either decomposition of the problem or the process. o Problem-based estimation (using LOC decomposition focuses on software functions, using FP decomposition focuses on information domain characteristics) o Process-based estimation (decomposition based on tasks required to complete the software process framework) Further Reading ........ Software Sizing refers to a quantifiable outcome of the software project. Size can be measured in LOC, for direct approach or FP, for indirect measure. Four different approach to the sizing problem are: 1. "Fuzzy logic" sizing: Approximate reasoning techniques to identify the type of application, establishing its magnitude on a qualitative scale, and refine the magnitude within the original range. 2. Function point sizing: Estimation of the information domain characteristics 3. Standard component sizing: Estimation of the number of occurrence of each standard components ( subsystems, modules, screens, reports, interactive programs, batch programs, files, LOC, object-level instructions) and use of historical project data. 4. Change sizing: Use of existing software for modification



Summary The software project planner must estimate three things before a project begins: how long it will take, how much effort will be required, and how many people will Prepared By Sunil Sharma
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be involved. In addition, the planner must predict the resources ( hardware and software) that will be required and the risk involved. Each step in the software engineering process should produce a deliverable that can be reviewed and that can act as a foundation for the steps that follow. The software project plan is produced at the culmination of the planning tasks. It provides baseline costs and scheduling information that will be used throughout the software process. The software project plan is a relatively brief document that is addressed to a diverse audience. It must (1) communicate scope and resources to software management, (2) define risks and suggest risk aversion techniques; (3) define cost and schedule for management review; (4) provide an overall approach to software development for all people associated with the project; and (5) outline how quality will be ensured and change will be managed. It is important to note that the Software Project Plan is not a static document. That is, the project team revisits the plan repeatedly- updating risks, estimates, schedules and related information- as the project proceeds. The estimation of scope helps the planner to develop estimates using one or more techniques that fall into two broad categories: decomposition and empirical model. Decomposition techniques requires a delineation of a major software functions, followed by estimation of either ( 1) the number of LOC (2) selected values within the information domain (3) the number of person-months required to implement each function, or (4) the number of person-month required for each software engineering activity. Empirical techniques use empirically derived expressions for effort and time to predict these project quantities. Automated tools can be used to implement a specific empirical model. Software project estimation can never be an exact science, but a combination of good historical data and systematic techniques can improve estimation accuracy. Good project management is essential for project success The intangible nature of software causes problems for management Managers have diverse roles but their most significant activities are planning, estimating and scheduling Planning and estimating are iterative processes which continue throughout the course of a project A project milestone is a predictable state where some formal report of progress is presented to management.
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Project Scheduling - Overview This chapter describes the process of building and monitoring schedules for software development projects. To build complex software systems, many engineering tasks need to occur in parallel with one another to complete the project on time. The output from one task often determines when another may begin. It is difficult to ensure that a team is working on the most appropriate tasks without building a detailed schedule and sticking to it. Things done before project scheduling..... Selection of an appropriate process model Identification of the software engineering tasks Estimation of Work size, people Calculation of deadline Risk analysis Things to do during scheduling.... Creation of activity network ( Effort and duration allocated to each task and a task network) Assign responsibility for each task



Project Scheduling Software project scheduling is an activity that distributes estimated effort across the planned project duration by allocating the effort to specific software engineering tasks. Split project into tasks and estimate time and resources required to complete each task Organize tasks concurrently to make optimal use of workforce Minimize task dependencies to avoid delays caused by one task waiting for another to complete Software Project Scheduling Principles Compartmentalization - the product and process must be decomposed into a manageable number of activities and tasks Interdependency - tasks that can be completed in parallel must be separated from those that must completed serially Time allocation - every task has start and completion dates that take the task interdependencies into account Effort validation - project manager must ensure that on any given day there are enough staff members assigned to completed the tasks within the time estimated in the project plan Defined Responsibilities - every scheduled task needs to be assigned to a specific team member Prepared By Sunil Sharma
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Defined outcomes - every task in the schedule needs to have a defined outcome (usually a work product or deliverable) Defined milestones - a milestone is accomplished when one or more work products from an engineering task have passed quality review Project Scheduling Process



Identify activities



Identify activity dependencies



Estimate resources for activities



Allocate people to activities



Scheduling Problem þ Estimating the difficulty of problems and hence the cost of developing a solution is hard þ Productivity is not proportional to the number of people working on a task þ Adding people to a late project makes it later because of communication overheads þ The unexpected always happens. Always allow contingency in planning Relationship Between People and Effort Adding people to a project after it is behind schedule often causes the schedule to slip further The relationship between the number of people on a project and overall productivity is not linear (e.g. 3 people do not produce 3 times the work of 1 person, if the people have to work in cooperation with one another) The main reasons for using more than 1 person on a project are to get the job done more rapidly and to improve software quality. Project Effort Distribution 40-20-40 rule recommends that 40 % of all effort is allocated to front-end analysis and design, and a similar percentage is applied to back-end testing while remaining 20 % is allocated for coding part only. Generally accepted guidelines are: 02-03 % 10-25 % 20-25 % 15-20 % 30-40 % Defining task



planning requirements analysis design coding testing and debugging set for the software projects
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The software process model is populated by a set of tasks that enable a software team to define, develop and ultimately support computer software. A task sets is a collection of software engineering work tasks, milestones, and deliverables that must be accomplished to complete a particular projects. Task sets are designed to accommodate different types of projects and different degrees of rigor. Software Project Types Concept development - initiated to explore new business concept or new application of technology New application development - new product requested by customer Application enhancement - major modifications to function, performance, or interfaces (observable to user) Application maintenance - correcting, adapting, or extending existing software (not immediately obvious to user) Reengineering - rebuilding all (or part) of a legacy system Software Process Degree of Rigor It is a function of many software project characteristics. Four different degrees of rigor can be defined as: Casual - all framework activities applied, only minimum task set required (umbrella activities minimized and documentation reduced) Structured - all framework and umbrella activities applied (SQA, SCM, documentation, and measurement tasks are streamlined) Strict - full process and umbrella activities applied (high quality products and robust documentation produced) Quick reaction - emergency situation, process framework used, but only tasks essential to good quality are applied (back filling used to develop documentation and conduct additional reviews after product is delivered) Rigor Adaptation Criteria Size of project Number of potential users Mission criticality Application longevity Requirement stability Ease of customer/developer communication Maturity of applicable technology Performance constraints Embedded/non-embedded characteristics Project staffing Reengineering factors Task Set Selector Value Prepared By Sunil Sharma
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Computed by scoring rigor adaptation criteria and adjusting the scores using differential weighting based on project characteristics. Once computed the task selector value can be used to select the appropriate task set (casual, structured, strict) for the project. It is OK to choose a less formal degree of rigor when the task selector value falls in the overlap area between two levels of rigor, unless project risk is high. Concept Development Tasks 4. Concept scoping - determine overall project scope 5. Preliminary concept planning - establishes development team's ability to undertake the proposed work 6. Technology risk assessment - evaluates the risk associated with the technology implied by the software scope 7. Proof of concept - demonstrates the feasibility of the technology in the software context 8. Concept implementation - concept represented in a form that can be used to sell it to the customer 9. Customer reaction to concept - solicits feedback on new technology from customer



Concept Development 1.4 Proof of concept



1.1Concept of scoping



Project Definition



1.2 Preliminary concept planning 1.3 Technology risk assessment



Planning



Engineering



New Application development



1.6 Customer reaction



1.5 Concept Implementation



Release



Customer Evaluation



Application enhancement Application maintenance



Reengineering Fig: Concept development tasks in a linear sequential model



Note: Concept development projects are initiated when the potential for some new technology must be explored.
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A task network, also called an activity network, is a graphical representation of the task flow for a project. It is a useful mechanism for depicting intertask dependencies and determining the critical path. Critical path task must be completed on schedule if the as a whole is to be completed on schedule.



1.1Concept scoping



1.2 Concept Planning



1.5a Concept Implement



1.3a Tech. risk assessment



1.3bTech. risk assessment



1.3c Tech. risk assessment



1.4 Proof of concept



1.5bConcept Implement



1.5c Concept Implement Three 1.5 tasks are applied in parallel to 3 different concept function



Integrate a,b,c



1.6 Customer reaction



Project Scheduling Methods Scheduling tools should be used to schedule any non-trivial project. PERT (program evaluation and review technique) and CPM (critical path method) are quantitative techniques that allow software planners to identify the chain of dependent tasks in the project work breakdown structure (WBS) that determine the project duration time. Timeline (Gantt) charts or Bar Chat is an alternative way of representing project schedule information that enable software planners to determine what tasks will be need to be conducted at a given point in time (based on estimates for effort, start time, and duration for each task). Bar charts show schedule against calendar time. The best indicator of progress is the completion and successful review of a defined software work product. Note: Activity Network and Bar Chart is the graphical notations used to illustrate the project schedule. It show project breakdown into tasks. Tasks should not be too small. They should take about a week or two.



Time-boxing is the practice of deciding a priori the fixed amount of time that can be spent on each task. When the task's time limit is exceeded, development moves on to the next task (with the hope that a majority of the critical work was completed before time ran out). Further Reading...... Milestones and Deliverables
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Milestones are the end-point of a process activity. At each milestone, there should be a formal output ( such as report). It should represent the end of a distinct, logical stage in the project. Deliverables are project results delivered to customer. It is usually delivered at the end of some major project phase such as specification, design etc. Deliverables are usually milestones but milestones may not be deliverables. Milestones may be internal project results that are used by the project manager to check project progress but which are not delivered to the customer. To establish milestones, the software process must be broken down into basic activities with associated outputs. Fig below shows activities involved in requirements specification when prototyping is used to help validate requirements. The principle outputs for each activity ( the project milestones) are shown. The project deliverables are the requirements definition and the requirements specification. ACT IVITIES Feasibility study



Requir ements analysis



Prototype development



Design study



Requir ements specification



t MILESTONES



Task duration and dependencies Task T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12



Duration ( days) 8 15 15 10 10 5 20 25 15 15 7 10



Dependencies



T1 (M1) T2,T4 (M2) T1,T2 (M3) T1 (M1) T4 (M5) T3,T6 (M4) T5,T7 (M7) T9 (M6) T11 (M8)



The above table shows activities, their duration, and activity interdependencies. It is seen that T3 (implementation of design) is dependent on Task T1 (taskpreparation of a component design) , means T1 must be completed before T3 starts. Given dependency and estimated duration of activities, an activity network which shows activity sequences may be generated. It shows which activities can Prepared By Sunil Sharma
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be carried out in parallel and which must be executed in sequence because of a dependency on an earlier activity. Activities are represented as rectangles. Milestones and deliverables are shown with rounded corners. Dates in the diagram shows the start date of the activity and all activities must end in milestones. Before progress can be made from one milestone to another, all paths leading to it must be complete. For example, task T9 can not be started until tasks T3 and T6 are finished. The arrival at milestone M4 shows that these tasks have been completed. The minimum time required to finish the project can be estimated by considering the longest path in the activity graph ( the critical path). Here, it is 11 weeks or elapsed time or 55 working days. In the activity network, the critical path is shown as a sequence of emboldened boxes. The overall schedule of the project depends on the critical path. Any slippage in the completion of any critical activity causes project delays. Activity Network 15 days



14/7/99 8 days



T9



T1 4/7/99



5 days



4/8/99



25/8/99



T6



M4



M6



M3



start



7 days



20 days



15 days T7



T2 25/7/99



10 days



10 days



M2



T4



T11 5/9/99



11/8/99 M7



T5



M8



15 days T10



18/7/99



10 days T12



M5 4 /7



11 /7



18 /7



25 /7



1 /8



8 /825 days 15/ 8



S ta r t



22 /8



29 /8



5 /9



T8



12 /9



19/9



Finish



T4



19/9/99



T1 T2 M1 T7 T3 M5 T8



Activity Timeline Gantt or Bar



M3 M2 T6 T5 M4 T9



M6 T11
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Some of the activities in the above figure are followed by a shaded bar whose length is computed by the scheduling tool. This shows that there is some flexibility in the completion date of these activities. If an activity does not complete on time, the critical path will not be affected until the end of the period marked by the shaded bar. Activities which lies on the critical path have no margin of error and they can be identified because they have no associated shaded bar. Staff Allocation While scheduling the project, after the completion of the activity network, the allocation of staff to project activities must be performed. Allocation of people to activities is shown in the table below. Task T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12



Engineer Jane Anne Jane Fred Mary Anne Jim Fred Jane Anne Fred Fred



Staff allocation vs time chart
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11/7



18/7 25/



1/8



8/8



15/8 22/8



29/8



5/9



12/9 19/9



T4 T8



T11 T12



Jane



T1 T3 T9



Anne T2 T6 Jim



T10



T7



Mary



T5



Earned Value Analysis Earned value is a quantitative measure of percent of project completed so far. The total hours to complete the entire project are estimated and each task is given an earned value based on its estimated percentage contribution to the total. Error Tracking þ Allows comparison of current work to past projects and provides a quantitative indication of the quality of the work being conducted. þ The more quantitative the approach to project tracking and control, the more likely problems can be anticipated and dealt with in a proactive manner. Summary Scheduling is a culmination of a planning activity that is a primary component of software project management. When combined with estimation methods and risk analysis, scheduling establishes a road map for the project manager. Scheduling begins with process decomposition. The characteristics of the project are used to adopt an appropriate task set for the work to be done. A task network depicts each engineering task, its dependency on other tasks, and its projected duration. The task network is used to compute the critical path, a Prepared By Sunil Sharma
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timeline chart ( Gantt Chart) and a variety of project information. Using the schedule as a guide, the project manager can track and control each step in the software process. A project milestone is a predictable outcome of an activity where formal report of progress should be presented to management. Milestones should occur regularly throughout a software project. A deliverable is a milestone which is delivered to the project customer. Project Scheduling involves the creation of various graphical representations of part of the project plan. These include activity charts showing the interrelationships of project activities and bar charts showing activity durations. Assessment Questions on Project Planning Q1. Write a statement of scope that describes the software for a home security system. Be sure your statement of scope is bounded. Q2. Performance is an important consideration during planning. Discuss how performance can be interpreted differently depending upon the software application area. Q3. What do you mean by project planning and project scheduling? Explain the different activities which are performed during project planning. Q4. Explain why the intangibility of software system poses special problems for software project management ? Q5. Explain why the process of project planning is an iterative one and why a plan must be continually reviewed during a software projects ? Q6. Briefly explain the purpose of each of the sections in a software plan. Q7. Develop a list of software characteristics that affect the complexity of a projects. Prioritize the list. Q8. It seems odd that cost and schedule estimates are developed during software project planning- before detailed software requirements analysis or design has been conducted. Why do you think this is done? Are there circumstances when it should not be done? Assessment Questions on Project Scheduling Q9. What is the difference between a macroscopic schedule and a detailed schedule. Is it possible to manage a project if only a macroscopic schedule is developed? Why? Q10. What is the critical distinction between a milestone and a deliverable ?
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Chapter5-10-AnalysisConceptsandPrinciples-Overview After system engineering is completed, software developers need to look at the role of software in the proposed system. Software requirements analysis is necessary to avoid creating a software product that fails to meet the customer's needs. Data, functional, and behavioral requirements are elicited from the customer and refined to create a specification that can be used to design the system. Software requirements work products must be reviewed for clarity, completeness, and consistency. Definition of requirement § § §



Requirements set out what the system should do and define constraints on its operation and implementation It may range from a high-level abstract statement of a service or of a system constraint to a detailed mathematical functional specification This is inevitable as requirements may serve a dual function May be the basis for a bid for a contract - therefore must be open to interpretation May be the basis for the contract itself - therefore must be defined in detail Both these statements may be called requirements



"Software requirement is the descriptions and specifications of a system" Types of requirements User requirements o Statements in natural language plus diagrams of the services the system provides and its operational constraints. Written for customers. System requirements o A structured document setting out detailed descriptions of the system services. Written as a contract between client and contractor. Software specification o A detailed software description which can serve as a basis for a design or implementation. Written for developers.



User requirements



Client Managers System end-users Client Engineers Contractor managers System architects



Software requirements



System end-users Client Engineers System architects Software developers



Software design specification



Client Engineers System architects Software developers
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Functional and Non-functional requirements Functional requirements Statements of services the system should provide, how the system should react to particular inputs and how the system should behave in particular situations. Describe functionality or system services Depend on the type of software, expected users and the type of system where the software is used Functional user requirements may be high-level statements of what the system should do but functional system requirements should describe the system services in detail Non-functional requirements constraints on the services or functions offered by the system such as timing constraints, constraints on the development process, standards, etc. Define system properties and constraints e.g. reliability, response time and storage requirements. Constraints are I/O device capability, system representations, etc. Process requirements may also be specified mandating a particular CASE system, programming language or development method Non-functional requirements may be more critical than functional requirements. If these are not met, the system is useless Non-functional classifications Product requirements o Requirements which specify that the delivered product must behave in a particular way e.g. execution speed, reliability, etc. Organisational requirements o Requirements which are a consequence of organisational policies and procedures e.g. process standards used, implementation requirements, etc. External requirements o Requirements which arise from factors which are external to the system and its development process e.g. interoperability requirements, legislative requirements, etc. Domain requirements Requirements that come from the application domain of the system and that reflect characteristics of that domain Derived from the application domain and describe system characterisics and features that reflect the domain May be new functional requirements, constraints on existing requirements or define specific computations If domain requirements are not satisfied, the system may be unworkable Non-functional requirement types Prepared By Sunil Sharma
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Product requir ements



Ef ficiency requir ements



Reliability requir ements



Usability requirements



Performance requirements



Or ganizational requir ements



Portability requirements



Delivery requirements



Space requir ements



External requirements



Interoperability requirements



Implementation requir ements



Ethical requirements



Standards requirements



Legislative requirements



Privacy requirements



Safety requirements



Requirements measures Property Speed



Size Ease of Use Reliability



Measure Processed transactions/second User/Event response time Screen refresh time K bytes Numbers of RAM chips Training time Number of help frames Mean time to failure Probability of unavailability Rate of failure occurrence Availability



Robustness



Time to restart after failure Percentage of events causing failure Probability of data corruption on failure



Portability



Percentage of target-dependent statements Number of target systems
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Requirements Engineering Requirements Engineering provides the appropriate mechanism for understanding what the customer wants, analyzing the need, assessing feasibility, negotiating a reasonable solution, specifying the solution unambiguously, validating the specification, and managing the requirements as they are transformed into a operational system. The process of establishing the services that the customer requires from a system and the constraints under which it operates and is developed The requirements themselves are the descriptions of the system services and constraints that are generated during the requirements engineering process Requirement Engineering Process It is the processes used to discover, analyse and validate system requirements. The processes used for RE vary widely depending on the application domain, the people involved and the organisation developing the requirements. However, there are a number of generic activities common to all processes can be described in six distinct steps: Step 1: Requirements elicitation Step 2: Requirements analysis and negotiation Step 3: Requirements specification Step 4: System modeling Step 5: Requirements validation Step 6: Requirements management Requirements elicitation and analysis



Requir ements specification



Feasibility report



Requirements validation System models User and system requirements Requirements document Fig: Requirement Engineering Process
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Step1: Requirements elicitation (find out from customers what the product objectives are, what is to be done, how the product fits into business needs, and how the product is used on a day to day basis) Software Requirements Elicitation Customer meetings are the most commonly used technique. Use context free questions to find out customer's goals and benefits, identify stakeholders, gain understanding of problem, determine customer reactions to proposed solutions, and assess meeting effectiveness. If many users are involved, be certain that a representative cross section of users is interviewed. Facilitated Action Specification Techniques (FAST) Meeting held at neutral site, attended by both software engineers and customers. Rules established for preparation and participation. Agenda suggested to cover important points and to allow for brainstorming. Meeting controlled by facilitator (customer, developer, or outsider). Definition mechanism (flip charts, stickers, electronic device, etc.) is used. Goal is to identify problem, propose elements of solution, negotiate different approaches, and specify a preliminary set of solution requirements.



Step2: Requirements analysis and negotiation (requirements are categorized and organized into subsets, relations among requirements identified, requirements reviewed for correctness, requirements prioritized based on customer needs) Step3: Requirements specification (work product produced describing the function, performance, and development constraints for a computer-based system) Step4: System modeling (system representation that shows relationships among the system components) Step5: Requirements validation (examines the specification to ensure requirement quality and that work products conform to agreed upon standards) Step6: Requirements management (set of activities that help project team to identify, control, and track requirements and changes as project proceeds) Traceability Tables Traceability is concerned with the relationships between requirements, their sources and the system design Features traceability table : Shows how requirements relate to important customer observable system/product features. Source traceability table: Identifies the source of each requirements. Dependency traceability table: Indicates how requirements are related to one another. Subsystem traceability table: Categorizes requirements by the subsystems that they govern. Interface traceability table: Show how requirements relate to both internal and external system interfaces.
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Step2: Requirements Analysis Software engineering task that bridges the gap between system level requirements engineering and software design. Provides software designer with a representation of system information, function, and behavior that can be translated to data, architectural, and component-level designs. Expect to do a little bit of design during analysis and a little bit of analysis during design. Problems of requirements analysis Stakeholders don’t know what they really want Stakeholders express requirements in their own terms Different stakeholders may have conflicting requirements Organisational and political factors may influence the system requirements The requirements change during the analysis process. New stakeholders may emerge and the business environment change



System Engineerin g Software requirements analysis Software design



Analysis Principles The information domain of the problem must be represented and understood. The functions that the software is to perform must be defined. Software behavior must be represented. Models depicting information, function, and behavior must be partitioned in a hierarchical manner that uncovers detail. The analysis process should move from the essential information toward implementation detail.



Further Readings..... Information Domain Encompasses all data objects that contain numbers, text, images, audio, or video. Information content or data model (shows the relationships among the data and control objects that make up the system) Information flow (represents the manner in which data and control objects change as each moves through the system) Information structure (representations of the internal organizations of various data and control items)
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Modeling Data model (shows relationships among system objects) Functional model (description of the functions that enable the transformations of system objects) Behavioral model (manner in which software responds to events from the outside world) Partitioning Process that results in the elaboration of data, function, or behavior. Horizontal partitioning is a breadth-first decomposition of the system function, behavior, or information, one level at a time. Vertical partitioning is a depth-first elaboration of the system function, behavior, or information, one subsytem at a time. Software Requirements Views Essential view - presents the functions to be accomplished and the information to be processed without regard to implementation. Implementation view - presents the real world manifestation of processing functions and information structures. Avoid the temptation to move directly to the implementation view, assuming that the essence of the problem is obvious.



Requirements elicitation and analysis process



§ § § § § §



Sometimes called requirements elicitation or requirements discovery Involves technical staff working with customers to find out about the application domain, the services that the system should provide and the system’s operational constraints May involve end-users, managers, engineers involved in maintenance, domain experts, trade unions, etc. These are called stakeholders. The process activities include: Domain understanding Requirements Requirements collection definition and Classification specification equirements Conflict resolution validation Prioritisation Requirements checking Domain understanding



Prioritization



Requirements collection



Conflict resolutio n



Classification



View-point oriented methods Stakeholders represent different ways of looking at a problem or problem viewpoints This multi-perspective analysis is important as there is no single correct way to analyse system requirements Prepared By Sunil Sharma
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Data sources or sinks o Viewpoints are responsible for producing or consuming data. Analysis involves checking that data is produced and consumed and that assumptions about the source and sink of data are valid Representation frameworks o Viewpoints represent particular types of system model. These may be compared to discover requirements that would be missed using a single representation. Particularly suitable for real-time systems Receivers of services o Viewpoints are external to the system and receive services from it. Most suited to interactive systems External viewpoints Natural to think of end-users as receivers of system services Viewpoints are a natural way to structure requirements elicitation It is relatively easy to decide if a viewpoint is valid Viewpoints and services may be sued to structure non-functional requirements



Methods based analysis Widely used approach to requirements analysis. Depends on the application of a structured method to understand the system Methods have different emphases. Some are designed for requirements elicitation, others are close to design methods A viewpoint-oriented method (VORD) is used as an example here. It also illustrates the use of viewpoints VORD Method The principle stages of the VORD method includes Viewpoint identification o Discover viewpoints which receive system services and identify the services provided to each viewpoint Viewpoint structuring o Group related viewpoints into a hierarchy. Common services are provided at higher-levels in the hierarchy Viewpoint documentation o Refine the description of the identified viewpoints and services Viewpoint-system mapping o Transform the analysis to an object-oriented design
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Fig:



The



iewpoint identification



Viewpoint structuring



Viewpoint documentation



Viewpoint system mapping



VORD method



Step3: Software Requirement Specification Specification Principles Separate functionality from implementation. Develop a behavioral model that describes functional responses to all system stimuli. Define the environment in which the system operates and indicate how the collection of agents will interact with it. Create a cognitive model rather than an implementation model. Recognize that the specification must be extensible and tolerant of incompleteness. Establish the content and structure of a specification so that it can be changed easily. Specification Representation Representation format and content should be relevant to the problem. Information contained within the specification should be nested. Diagrams and other notational forms should be restricted in number and consistent in use. Representations should be revisable. Software Requirement specification Produced at the culmination of the analysis task. Functions and Performance are refined by establishing a complete information description, a representation of system behavior, and indication of performance requirements and design constraints, appropriate validation criteria, and other relevant information Candidate format for software requirement specification: § Introduction § Information Description § Functional Description § Behavioral Description § Validation Criteria § Bibliography and Appendix Specification Review Prepared By Sunil Sharma
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Conducted by customer and software developer. Once approved, the specification becomes a contract for software development. The specification is difficult to test in a meaningful way. Assessing the impact of specification changes is hard to do. Step5: Requirements validation It shows the requirements actually define the system which the customer wants. It checks for validity, consistency, completeness, realism, verifiability. Requirements Validation techniques 1. Requirements reviews § Systematic manual analysis of the requirements 2. Prototyping § Using an executable model of the system to check requirements. 3. Test-case generation Developing tests for requirements to check testability 4. Automated consistency analysis Checking the consistency of a structured requirements description 1. Requirements reviews Regular reviews should be held while the requirements definition is being formulated Both client and contractor staff should be involved in reviews Reviews may be formal (with completed documents) or informal. Good communications between developers, customers and users can resolve problems at an early stage It checks for Verifiability, Comprehensibility, Traceability and Adaptability. 2. Software Prototyping þ Throwaway prototyping (prototype only used as a demonstration of product requirements, finished software is engineered using another paradigm) þ Evolutionary prototyping (prototype is refined to build the finished system) þ Customer resources must be committed to evaluation and refinement of the prototype. þ Customer must be capable of making requirements decisions in a timely manner. Prototyping Methods and Tools Fourth generation techniques (4GT tools allow software engineer to generate executable code quickly) Reusable software components (assembling prototype from a set of existing software components) Formal specification and prototyping environments (can interactively create executable programs from software specification models)
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3. Test case generation Requirements should be testable. If the tests for the requirements are devised as part of the validation process, this often reveals requirement problems. If a test is difficult or impossible to design, this usually means that the requirements will be difficult to implement and should be reconsidered. 4. Automated consistency Analysis If the requirements are expressed as a system model in a structured or formal notation the CASE tools may be used to check the consistency of the model. To check the consistency, the CASE tool must build a requirements database and then, using the rules of the method or notation, check all of the requirements in this database. Requirements in a formal language



Requirements problem report



Requirements processor



Requirements analyser



Step6: Requirement Management Requirements management is the process of managing changing requirements during the requirements engineering process and system development Requirements are inevitably incomplete and inconsistent • New requirements emerge during the process as business needs change and a better understanding of the system is developed • Different viewpoints have different requirements and these are often contradictory Requirement change because: • The priority of requirements from different viewpoints changes during the development process • System customers may specify requirements from a business perspective that conflict with end-user requirements • The business and technical environment of the system changes during its development Principal stages consists of: • Problem analysis: Discuss requirements problem and propose change • Change analysis and costing: Assess effects of change on other requirements • Change implementation: Modify requirements document and other documents to reflect change Prepared By Sunil Sharma
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em analysis and ProblInitial spec iftiand ca tion change unders in g of problem



Initial requirements



Change analysis and costing



Change understanding of problem



Change requirements Time Fig: Requirement evolution



Enduring requirements: Stable requirements derived from the core activity of the customer organisation. E.g. a hospital will always have doctors, nurses, etc. May be derived from domain models Volatile requirements: Requirements which change during development or when the system is in use. In a hospital, requirements derived from health-care policy



Further Reading.... Q. Why is it so difficult to gain a clear understanding of what the customer wants? A. It is because of the following problems that makes difficult to understand the customers wants:1. Problem of scope: The boundary of the system is ill-defined or the customer/users specify unnecessary technical detail that may confuse, rather than clarify, overall objectives. 2. Problem of understanding: The customers/users are not sure of what is needed, have a poor understanding of the capabilities and limitations of their computing environment, do not have a full understanding of the problem domain, have trouble communicating needs to the system engineer, omit information that is believed to be "obvious", specify requirements that are ambiguous or untestable. 3. Problem of volatility: The requirements change over time



Guidelineforrequirementselicitation 1. Access the business and technical feasibility for the proposed system.
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2. Identify the people who will help specify requirements and understand their organizational bias. 3. Define the technical environment ( e.g., computer architecture, operating system, telecommunications needs) into which the system or product will be placed. 4. Identify "domain constraints" (i.e., characteristics of the business environment specific to the application domain) that limit the functionality or performance of the system or product to be built. 5. Define one or more requirements elicitation methods (e.g., interviews, focus groups, team meetings). 6. Solicit participation from many people so that requirements are defined from different points of view; be sure to identify the rationale for each requirement that is recorded. 7. Identify ambiguous requirements as candidates for prototyping. creates usage scenario to help customers/users better identify key requirements. The work products produced as a consequence of the requirements elicitation activity should include: 1. A statement of need and feasibility 2. A bounded statement of scope for the system or product 3. A list of customers, users, and other stakeholders who participated in the requirements elicitation activity. 4. A description of the system's technical environment. 5. A list of requirements (preferably organized by function) and the domain constraints that apply to each. 6. A set of usage scenarios that provide insight into the use of the system or product under different operating conditions. 7. Any prototypes developed to better define requirements. Requirements Analysis Checklist 1. Is each requirement consistent with the overall objective for the system/product? 2. Have all requirements been specified at the proper level of abstraction? That is, do some requirements provide a level of technical detail that is inappropriate at this stage? 3. Is the requirement really necessary or does it represent an add-on feature that may not be essential to the objective of the system? 4. Is each requirement bounded and unambiguous? 5. Does each requirement have attribution? That is, a source ( generally, a specific individual noted for each requirements? 6. Do any requirements conflict with other requirements? 7. Is each requirement achievable in the technical environment that will house the system or product? 8. Is each requirement testable, once implemented? Requirements validation checklist Are requirements stated clearly? Can they be misinterpreted? Is the source (e.g., a person, a regulation, a document) of the requirements identified? Has the final statement of the requirements been examined by or against the original source?
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Is the requirement bounded in quantitative terms? What other requirements relate to this requirement? Are they clearly noted via a cross-reference matrix or other mechanism? Does the requirement violate any domain constraints? Is the requirement testable? If so, can we specify tests, ( validation criteria) to exercise the requirement? Is the requirement traceable to any system model that has been created? Is the requirement traceable to overall system/product objectives? Is the system specification structured in a way that leads to easy understanding, easy reference, and easy translation into more technical work products? Has an index for the specification been created? Have requirements associated with system performance, behavior and operational characteristics been clearly stated? What requirements appear to be implicit?



The requirements document The requirements document is the official statement of what is required of the system developers Should include both a definition and a specification of requirements It is NOT a design document. As far as possible, it should set of WHAT the system should do rather than HOW it should do it f t t t



Managers



System engineers



Use the requirements document to plan a bid for the system and to plan the system development process



understand what system is to be developed



System test engineers



t n



IEEE requirements standard This is a generic structure that must be instantiated for specific systems that includes: Introduction General description Specific requirements Prepared By Sunil Sharma
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Appendices Index Requirements document structure Introduction Glossary User requirements definition System architecture System requirements specification



System models System evolution Appendices Index



Summary Requirements analysis is the first technical step in the software process. In this phase, a general statement of software scope is refined into a concrete specification that becomes the foundation for all software engineering activities that follow. Requirements set out what the system should do and define constraints on its operation and implementation Functional requirements set out services the system should provide Non-functional requirements constrain the system being developed or the development process User requirements are high-level statements of what the system should do User requirements should be written in natural language, tables and diagrams System requirements are intended to communicate the functions that the system should provide System requirements may be written in structured natural language, a PDL or in a formal language A software requirements document is an agreed statement of the system requirements The requirements engineering process includes a feasibility study, requirements elicitation and analysis, requirements specification and requirements management Requirements analysis is iterative involving domain understanding, requirements collection, classification, structuring, prioritisation and validation Requirement analysis must focus on the information, functional, and behavioral domains of a problem. To better understand what is required, models are created, the problem is partitioned, and representations that depict the essence of requirements and, later, implementation details, are developed. Systems have multiple stakeholders with different requirements Social and organisation factors influence system requirements
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In many cases, it is not possible to completely specify a problem at an early stage. Prototyping offers an alternative approach that results in an executable model of the software from which requirements can be refined. Software requirement specification is developed as a consequence of analysis. Review is essential to ensure that the developer and the customer have the same perception of the system. Requirements validation is concerned with checks for validity, consistency, completeness, realism and verifiability Business changes inevitably lead to changing requirements Requirements management includes planning and change management Assign ments Q1. Is it fair that a Preliminary user manual is a form of prototype? Explain. Q2. Who should be involved in a requirements review? Draw a process model showing how a requirements review might be organized? Q3. When emergency changes have to be made to systems, the system software may have to be modified before changes to the requirements have been approved. Suggest a model of a process for making these modifications that ensure that the requirements document and the system implementation do not become inconsistent. Q4. Explain the term verification and validation Q5. What do you mean by term Data-Dictionary in context of structured analysis? How is the Data Dictionary useful in different phases of life cycle of a software product?  
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